
Cyber Security 

Consultancy

We are cyber security consultants who help with security projects 

regarding the network, the web application, and the cloud.

 

We can provide virtual CISO services for small organizations who may

 not have a dedicated internal cyber security team. 

 

Security compliance can be complex but we are able to work with 

organizations of different needs for them to become and stay compliant. 

     We can help the cyber security of growing and established organizations with:

• Evaluating an organization’s ability to detect, prevent, and better respond to 

cyber threats

• Performing cyber security risk assessments and audits

• Developing a clear security strategy and roadmap

• Establishing and continuing various security program implementations for 

specific compliance requirements

• Assessing and improving internal security-related policies

• Providing security training for an organization’s staff

SafeKeep is helping safeguard cyber security by securing network 

infrastructures, the services that fall within the infrastructures, as well 

as web applications including their backend. Auditing solutions, products 

or systems following several national and international methodologies as 

applicable.

Find us at:  and www.safekeep.sh www.linkedin.com/company/safekeep-llc

Reach out to us at:  or  orArsh@safekeep.sh Meru@safekeep.sh

  www.safekeep.sh/contact

Ethical Hacking & 

Vulnerability Analysis

We are ethical hackers and cyber security professionals who help 

find vulnerabilities and risk within your infrastructure before 

the malicious hackers do. 

 

We can help find vulnerabilities and assess risk on the: 

 

1) Network (both external facing nodes and internal)

Here we assess the infrastructure and network environment, 

including external, internet facing components as well as 

internal segments, for issues pertaining to confidentiality, 

integrity, and availability

2) Web application (dynamic web sites)

Here we assess the web application to determine any flaws 

or weaknesses in security pertaining but not limited to 

confidentiality, availability, and integrity

3) Cloud (AWS,  GCP, Azure)

Here we perform security audits on the cloud platforms to 

look for vulnerabilities as well as how to maximize security

 posture
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